THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT!

GOVERNMENT AND FOUNDATION SUPPORT

Performing Arts Workshop would like to thank our government and foundation funders for their generous investment in our students.

A Better Place Foundation
Anonymous
Aroha Philanthropies
Bernard Osher Foundation
Bill Graham Supporting Foundation of the Jewish Community Federation and Endowment Fund
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Bothin Foundation
California Arts Council
Clarence E. Heller Charitable Foundation
Crescent Porter Hale Foundation
First 5 San Francisco Children and Families Commission
Kimball Foundation
Louis L. Borick Foundation
Marin Community Foundation
Morris Stulsaft Foundation
Panta Rhea Foundation
San Francisco Arts Commission
SF Department of Children, Youth & their Families (DCYF)
The San Francisco Foundation
The Sidney E. Frank Foundation
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
U.S. Department of Education
Walter & Elise Haas Fund
Named after Performing Arts Workshop’s late founder, the Gloria Unti Legacy Society enables members to make a lasting investment in our mission. A planned gift to Performing Arts Workshop will ensure that future generations of students will benefit from a high quality education that includes the arts.

“I’m honored to be a member of the Gloria Unti Legacy Society which gives me the opportunity and satisfaction of ensuring that Performing Arts Workshop’s quality arts education programs will continue in the future. I have included a bequest to the Workshop in my estate plan because I love, value and believe in what this organization is doing.”

-Diane Downing, Gloria Unti Legacy Society Member

Linda Belden
Diane and John David
Tom DeCaigny and Seth Goldstein
Diane Downing
Gary Draper
Karen Harris and Will Cavin
Sukey Lilienthal and David Roe
Adrienne and Dillon Rogers
Peter Rothblatt and Mae Chesney
Cathy and Rich Worner
50TH ANNIVERSARY SPONSORS

Performing Arts Workshop is deeply grateful to our 50th anniversary supporters. We’d like to recognize our sponsors for their generous support of the momentous occasion.

AccountingSuite
Adrienne Leight Rogers
Anne and Paul Wattis
Annie McGeady and Mike Fratesi
Cyrus Wadia
Diane Downing
Jessica Mele and Doug Wentworth
Karen Harris and Will Cavin
Mark Miller
Matthew Clark Davison and Ansumana Hull
Merti Walker
Michael Mullen
Ms. RoseMarie Maliekel
Nina Kwan
Olive Grove Consulting
Paula Williams
Rob and Cheryl Lind
Thomas Hensley
Wendy vanden Heuvel

50TH ANNIVERSARY SILENT AUCTION DONORS, IN-KIND SUPPORTERS, AND VENDORS

Thank you to the business community and performing arts groups for supporting local youth!

Airbnb | American Conservatory Theater | Andrew Ho Photography | Adventure Cat Sailing Charters | Bi-Rite | Bock Wines and Spirits | Children’s Creativity Museum | Dogpatch Boulders | Eel River Brewing | Evans Woodshop Design | Garth Applegate Jazz Trio | Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco | Hopwater Distribution | HiDive | I Luv My Body Fitness | Incredible Adventures Tours | Lisa Wong Jackson of Good On Paper Design | Marcella’s Lasagneria | Margaret Jenkins Dance Company | The Masonic | Mollie Stone’s Markets | North Coast Brewing | Numi Tea | Old Skool Café | Osmosis Day Spa Sanctuary | Outdoor Adventure Club | Philz Coffee | Photomatica | Piccino | Pier 39 | Presidio Golf Course | San Francisco Ballet | San Francisco Opera | See Jane Run | SOMArts Cultural Center | Smith-Anderson Wine Group | Sons and Daughters | Sports Basement | Trader Joe’s SoMa | Zazen
SUPPORTERS & FRIENDS

If we could give a rose to every supporter, we’d clear out the San Francisco Botanical Garden. Whether you’ve donated $10 or $10,000, you’re a hero to us. Thanks for standing up for students.

This list represents gifts made to the Workshop between July 1, 2014 and December 31, 2015. We strive for accuracy the way the 2016 Warriors work for wins. Please let us know if we made an error by emailing Christina Magaña at christina@performingartworkshop.org.

AccountingSuite
Stephanie Adams
Manoj Aggarwal
Sarah Ahmad
Nicholas Akers
Cheryl Allmon
Amazonsmile
Joan Amy
An Anonymous Advisor
Lucy Anderson
Margaret Andrews
Michelle Angier
Anonymous (30)
Local Independent Charities of America
Garth Applegate
Elizabeth Applegate
Aliza Arenson
Paul and Penny Arenson
Matthew Baggetta
Sheila Balter
Wynne Bamberg
Timothy Bartley
Matthew Barton
Susanne Baum in honor of Merti Walker
Robin Beers
Linda Belden
Sandra Maria Benedet
Carol Berghen
Rim Berhane
Sue Bernstein
Theresa Beverley
David Bezanilla
Brian Bicknell, Spruce Effects
Edward & Merylee Bingham
Amy Bird
Zoe Borkowski
Pamela Boucher
Lani Boucher
Jill Bourque
Rachael Bowman
Emily Bozentka
Justin Bradley
Margaret Brittingham
Margaret Brodkin
Julia Bromley
Katrina Broomall
Kelley Buhles
Mike and Prue
Burkhart
Karen Chandler Cain
Callan Associates
John Camajani
Laura Camp
Linda Carr
Rosa M. Carrillo
Steve Carroll
Benjamin Carroll
Steven Chai
Danny Chang
Christopher Chang
Alan Cheng
Vivian Cheng
Chrysta Cherrie
Mae Chesney
Margaret Chesney
Anderson & David
Anderson in honor of
Peter Rothblatt
Elaine Chong
Dan Ciccarone
Cisco Foundation
Matching Gift Program
Ron & Kathy Citron
Penny Clark & Lauren Thiem
Judith Cohen and Malcolm Gissen
Norma Cole
Katie Collison
Linda Colnett
Sean Conroy
Bright Funds
Foundation
The Mint
Nathan Cormier
Dennis Coronel
Jane R. Correia
Cote and Company,
APC
Catherine Covington
Jill Cozen Harel
Yashica Crawford
Laura C. Crimaldi
Parisha Dalia
Parisha Shah
Florence Dallin
Janet Dalton
Diane & John David
in honor of Gloria Unti
and Gary Draper
Matthew Davison and
Ansumana Hull
Barbara Davison
Tom DeCaigny & Seth
Goldstein
Sean Delizo
Jill Dineen
Stanley Dirks
Gini Dold
Michelle Domanico
Kate T. Donohue
Diane Downing
Elizabeth Doyle
Gary Draper
Eleanor Drey and
Rennie Saunders
Steve Dunwell
ECGB @ Elixir

Stephanie Elder and
Rob Goren
Deborah England
Mirba Estrellas
Jeffrey Faes
Jordan Lois Felling
Jessica Feng
The Finkelstein Living
Trust
Nancy Fishman
Shaun Fitzgerald
Teresa Fok
Josephine Fong
Kenneth L. Fong DDS
Judith Ford
Tristen Fredrickson
Clare Friedman
Joyce & Jay Friedichs
Jason Friedichs
Philip & Velia Frost
Linda & Jim Fry
Christopher Galea
Sheila Gamble-Dorn
Leah & Jerry Garchik
in honor of Gloria Unti
Shira Gasarch
Kelly Gaynor
Patrick Gee
Howard Gelman
Larry Gerace
Caroline Girgis
Durga Joan Glaser
Sarah Glick
Henry Goethals
Adam Gold
Danielle Golik
Sue Gonzalez
Google Matching Gift
Program

Tim Green
Julian Gropp
Kurt Gross
Elizabeth Guinea
Gabby and Jon
Guinea
Nikita and Ranvir
Gujral
Elizabeth Gunaratne
Mark Gunther and
Anne Krantz
Varun Gupta
Sagar Gupta
Supriya Gupta
Nancy Hackett
Andre Haddad
Vikram Haer
Philip Hall
Emily and Ira Hall
Matthew Hanagan
Victor Harris
Karen Harris and Will
Cavin
Zeke Hausfather
Thomas Hensley
Francoise Herrmann
Faye Hinze in honor
of Louis A. Hinze
Lynne Hoey
Russell & Susan
Holdstein
Lyla Rose Holdstein
Hollister Incorporated
Loren Holzem
Deanne Hong
Hopwater Distribution
Cheryl & David
Howell
Geoff Hoyle & Mary
Winegarden
Sylvia Huckabee
Adam Hundt
Osi Imeokparia
Melody Ing
Paul Inouye
Intuit Matching Gift
Program
JaMile Jackson
Anne Jahn in honor of
Debbie Molof
Judy Janec
Connie Jao
Sunita Jasti
Jenny Jiang
Carlos Jimenez
Paul S. Jones
Mona Jones-
Romansic
Brian Jue
Matt Kelemen
Kimberly Kelly
Catherine Kerr
Christine Kim
Susan Kitazawa
Lori Kitching
Hi Dive
Brett Klinker
Barbara Klutinis
Jil Kobe
Carol Kocivar and
Terry Norbury
Marilyn Zoller Koral
and Josh Koral
Marilyn Koral
Bea Krivetsky
Kurt Kunselman
Robert Kunselman
JoAn Kunselman
Anna Kuperberg
Nina Kwan
Kester Kyrie and Jody
Farrar
Lu Lacourte
Adam Ludwig
Leanne Lai
Sally Large
Sasha Larkin
Carlene Laughlin
Jimmy Law
Mandy Lawson
Ann & James Lazarus
Ann Lazarus
Benedicte Lebreton
Allan Lee
Jenny Lefcourt
Myong Leigh
Jonathan Leu
Sandy Leung
Ted Levinson
Hua Li
Sukey Lilienthal &
David Roe
Salesforce.com
Foundation
Janet Lin
Cheryl & Rob Lind
Ian Lind
Richard Lindsey
Kristina Liu
Laurie Loftus in honor
of Dr. Stephen Craven
Tanya Loh
Harry Louie
Ann Luk
Eric Lun
Ankur Luthra,
Finchwood Capital
Rosa Ly
Charles Lyons
Rosa Ma
Sheri Macatangay
Cristian Macavei
RoseMarie Maliekel
Aneil Mallavarapu
Vincent & Skippy
Mancini in honor of
Gloria’s 90th Birthday
Anne Mannes
Robin Mansukhani
Amber Jo Manuel in
Honor of Aliza
Arenson
Amanda Marciel
Eugenie Marek
Gigi Mark
The Marsh Theater
Nidhi Mastey
Erin Mathes
Nancy Mayeda
Reed Mayfield
Nina Maystrovich
Loretta Chan &
Matthew McClure
Patrick McCune
Nancy McDonald
Christina McFadden
Eilleen McGeady
Janet & John
McGeady
Annie McGeady &
Mike Fratesi
The McGraths
Deborah McNeil
Devin McNulty
Jessica Mele & Doug Wentworth
Joy & Paul Mele
Pamela and John Mele
Dominick Mele
Ira Mellman
Lauren Meltzer
Natala Menezes
Julia Metz
Ivan & Maris Meyerson
Cassie Miao
James Michalko
Linda Mickelson
Carmen Milagro
Aimee Miles
Mark Miller
Jeanne Milligan
Beverly Mislang
Debbie Molof
Elizabeth Moresco
Katherine Morris
Mark Thomas
Morrisey
Michael Mullen
Louise Music
Travis Neal
Tara Nelson
Gloria Newman
Jason Ng
Nancy Ng
Nihonmachi Little Friends
Terry Norbury
Jennifer Norris
Amanda North
Ruth Nott
Kenneth Noyes and Alan Pardini
Armando O
Bill O’Keeffe,
O’Keeffe’s Inc.
Mairin O’Mahony
Donald Ohlen
Kristine Okimura
Sarah Olesen
Olive Grove Consulting
Monique Olivier
Pam Olson in honor of Marta Lindsey
Payne Mansion Hotel and Carmen Milagro
Shirley Osumi
Liz Ozol
Phillip Palermo and Ernest Stout
Abigail Panares
Leslie Pang
Michelle Parker
Jon Parkinson
Levi Strauss & Co
Lisa Patterson
Robby Pedicone
Dia Penning
Pepsico Foundation Matching Gift Program
Luz Perez
Glen Perry
Ronald Peyton
Angela Pferdt
Ngoc Phan
Frances Phillips
Jenny Pho
Edith & Ira Plotinsky
Lore Politzer in honor of Debbie Molof
Tracy Powell
Monica Pressley
Anne & Robert Pressley
Sheila Pressley
Anne and R.J. Pressley
Jaime Privat
Francine Prophet
Lisa Prugh
Quidel Matching Gift Program
Cecilia Esther Rabess & Alex Marrs
Shripriya Ramanan
Swati Rao
Julie Rappaport
Melissa W. Renati in memory of Gloria Unti
Peter V Rengstorff
Paul Richman
John J. Riley
Linda Y. Rindt
Rick Rochon
Arlene Rodgers
Eric Rodriguez
Adrienne Leight Rogers
David Roland-Holst
Terry Rolleri
Allen Romano & Linda Shapiro
Amy Romeu
Daniele Rosman
John Ross
Peter Rothblatt
Edo Royker
Mark Rubnitz
Jodee Rundall
Glenn Russell
Alice Russell-Shapiro
in honor of Peter
Rothblatt
Alvaro Sanchez
David and Phyllis H.
Sarkaria
Adam Savage & Julia
Ward
Dorothy Saxe
Susan & Dante
Scarnecchia
Kevin Scheetz
Dave Schnayer
Christine Schneider
Scott Schnuck
Jodi Schwartz
Megan Schwarzman
and Mike Wilson
Anthony Scott &
Janette Hernandez
John Scott
Jason Seifer & Brian
Ayer
Ashley Serra
Lloyd Serra
Stephen Shapiro in
loving memory of
Gloria Unti
Alice Russell-Shapiro
Martha Shumway
Beth Simon
Lindsey Simon
Bonifacio Sison
Sandy Sohcot
Natalie Sojka
Marilynne Solloway
Mark Solomon
Jennifer Steidley
Laura Stein
Leonard Stein
Jo Ann Stewart
Amy Stice
Beth Strachan and
Dan Neuschafer
Taylor Strand
Edward Susalla
Paul Sussman
Anupama Tadanki
Paulett Taggart
Susan Tamkin Cuevas
Leonard Tancuan
Riaz Taplin
Evelyn Taur
Elizabeth Telesco
Lyman Thai
Catherine Theilen
Burke
Sue Tierney in honor
of Cathy Worner
Suzanne Tindall
Adeline Tjhan
Edith Tobin
Keicy Tolbert
Linh Tran
Linda & Jay Travers
Anne Trickey
Antigone Trimis
Julie Truong
Chris Tsakalakis
Stephanie Doris
Tsang
United Way of the
Bay Area
Rebecca Unter
Gloria Unti Sarvis
Rochelle Urban
Joyce van den
Dungen Bille
Cres Van Keulen
Wendy Vanden
Heuvel
Jeffrey Veen
Leopoldo and Valorie
Villela
Marc Vogl
Vietkhanh Vu
Cyrus Wadia and
Christy Chandler
Barbara Walcom
Kari Waldrep
Mert Walker
Celia Walker
Charlotte & Dan
Walsh
Ximeng Wang
Nancy Wang
Shawn Wang
Jessica Warshaver
Derek Watanabe
Jim & Karen Watson
Anne and Paul Watts
Gordon & Elizabeth
Wentworth
Jon Wessel
Ann Wettrich
Nancy Cushen White
Nate White & Abby
Cleghorn
Edward Whitmore
and Deborah
Greenwood
Stephanie Wickum,
San
Francisco Millwork
Brian Wiedenmeier
and Jeremy Heiser
Joyce Williams
Paula Williams
Marjorie Winkler
Dorothy Witt
Ashby Wolfe
Kendra Wong

Alyssa Wong
Sonia Wong
Susan Woo
Emily Wood
Zoe Woodcraft
Cathy Worner
Sarah Wright
Vivian Wu

Keith Yamamoto
CK Ying
Sam Zanze, Zanze’s Cheesecakes
Karen Zehring
Jenny Zhan
Jen Ziegler
Bernice Zoller